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THE SITUATION IN PANAMA 
_ I ;_ i 

LETTER DATED 20 DECEMBER 1389 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF NICaRAUJA 
TO THE UNIT= NATIDNS ADDRESSED TO TRE ERESJDENT OF THE SECURITY 
CXJNCIL (S/210341 

The' PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish18 I should like to inform 

members of the Council that I have received a-letter from the reDresentative Of 

Nicaragua in which he requests to be invited to participate in the discussion of 

the i tern -on the Council's agenda. In conformity with the usual Practice, 1 

DroSPose, with the consent of the Quncil, to invite him to participate in the 

discussion without the right to wote, in accordance with the relevant Dfovisions of 

the Charter and rule 37 of the Council's provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is SO decided- 

At.the.invitation'of.the-Presfdent;-Mr~'~rrano.~ldera. (Nicaraguaj'took a 

Place at the,Council.table. 

The' PRESIDENT (interpretation from SPanish)r The Secufity'Council will 

now begin its consideration of the item on its agenda.. 

The Security Council is meeting in response .to the request contained in a 

letter dated 20 December 1989 from the Permanent Representative of Nicaragua to the 
1 

United Nations'addressed to the President of the Security Council, contained in 

Qcumant S/21034. Members of the Council also have before them document S/21035, 

containing a ,letter dated 20 December 1989 from the Permanent Representative of the 

United States of America to the United Nations addressed to the President Of the 

Security Council. 

The first speaker is the representative of Nicaragua, on Whom I now call. 

; 
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Mr;'SERRANO CALDERA (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish); Mr;'SERFWlO CALDERA (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish); Once Once 

again an offence has been committed against our peoples. again an offence has been committed against our peoples. Once again an attempt is Once again an attempt is 

'. '. being made to make brute force appear to be law. being made to make brute force appear to be law. Once again-the,pr.inciPles which Once again-the,pr.inciPles which 
.' .' 

are the foundation of international relations have been violated:. Once again the are the foundation of international relations have been violated:. Once again the 

United States has committed an act of aggression and is invading a Latin American United States has committed an act of aggression and is invading a Latin American 

country. country. 

In the early hours of today, In the early hours of today, American troops, complying with orders from the American troops, complying with orders from the 

President of the United States, President of the United States, invaded the territory of Panaxm, and to justify invaded the territory of Panaxm, and to justify 

this breach of the law they have attempted to use various pretexts to conceal what this breach of the law they have attempted to use various pretexts to conceal what 

is a new and dramatic manifestation of the interventionist policy of force by the is a new and dramatic manifestation of the interventionist policy of force by the 

United States in Latin America. United States in Latin America. 
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(Mr;.Serrano'Caldera;-Nicaragua) 

Only six years'ago, Nicaragua came to the Security Quncil to denounce 'the 

Uni,ted States intiasion of another c&try of this reg&r 
: 

Panama. . . Today, once 

again, the United States, .in clear violation of the Purposes &d PrinciDles of the 

United Nations Charter-and of international 'law, has wielded its military might 

,against another Ietin American countryr Panama. 

This flagrant violation of Panama's sovereignty and territorial integrity is a 

threat not only to Central America but to.international Deace and security- 

Internationai law can Provide no justification forthe invasion by the United 
', 

States. ' ., 

Article 1 (21 of the United Nations Charter'stipulates- that one-of the 
". 

PurDoses of the United Nations isr 

"To bevelor, friendly relations among'nations,based on respectfor the 

Principle of .euual rights and self-determination of Deoples; and to take other 

aDDrODriate measures 'to strengthen universal Deaceka .. 

Article 2 (4) provides that ,. .- 

-. *Memers shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or the 

use of force against the territorial inteqrity or 'Dolitical IndePendence of. 
I 

any State". 

The DrinciDle of non-intervention has also been reaffirmed in various 

decisions of the United Nations, including General Assembly resolutions 2131 (XX), 

Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of 

States and the Protection of Their In&Den-dence and Sovereiantv. and 2625 .(XXvl. 

In the case Of the Carfu Canal, the International Court of'Jus&e made clear -.., 
. 

its posit.ion that intervention is not justified and has& Place in international 

law. ..To tindone intervention.would be to confer uDon powerful States the ~ 

unilateral right & administer international justice. 1 
. 

.' 
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In the context of the inter-Americansystem, article 21 of the Qlartet of the , 

Otganization of American States ptooides that 

'The American States bind,themselves in their international relations not : . 

to.have recourse to the use of force, except in the case of self+fenSe in 

accordance with existing treaties or in fulfilment thereof.' 

-In resolution 78, of 2l APti 1972,.the General Assembly of the Organisation 

of American States declared that States.members of the Organisation shall observe 
,.. 

the Princimles of non-intervention and self-determination of peoples as a means of 
I 

ensuring Peaceful coexistence among States and shall refrain from direct or 

indirect action constituting a violation of' those Principles. All of those, 

instruments have been violated by this action by the United States. 

In any event,. no argument can possibly justify intervention against a 
I 

sovereign State. International law Prescribes ways and means for the solutiou of _ 

situations or disputes that may arise between two ot.mote countries, but those ways 

and means do not include intervention. 

The United States has available to it a series of .legal instruments@ treaties 

'and conventions to which it may resort in order to resolve in a civilised manner 

any dispute or difficulty in which it considers itself involved. 

Article 4 of the Convention of 23 December 1936, of which the United States is 

a SignatOty and by which it is bound;,establishes the rights.of States in the event 

of disputes. 

Under atiicle 4 - and,perhaPs it is not too late to draw a lesson from this 

which may, be applicable to other regions in the world* 

"The High Contracting Patties agree, moreover, in the case of a dispute 

between two or mote of them, to seek a settlement in a soitit of mutual regard 

for their ,tesPectfve tightst to that end they may resort to direct diplomatic 
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negotiations or to alternative mediation procedures, comm~issions Of 
. 

investigation, conciliation commissions, arbitration tribunals or courts of 

justice as provided for in the treaties to which they are Parties. They 
* 

agree, furthermore, that if settlement of the dispute by diplomatic 

negotiations should Prove impossible and if States must resort to any of the 

Other procedures provided for in this article'they shall communicate that fact 

and- report on. the progress in negotiations to the other signatory States.” 

By intervening mi-litarily in Panama the United States has also violated'the 

Rio de 3aneiro Treaty of Non-Agqression anc Conciliation of 10 October 193% 

article 1 of which states8 

"The High Contracting parties solemnly declare that they. condenrn wars of 

aggression in their rmtual relations and in their relations with other States 

and that the settlement of disputes or controversies of any kind which may 

arise arnong them shall be pursued solely by the Peaceful means sanctioned by 

international law.' 

Article 3 of this same Treaty of Non-Aggression and Conciliation, to which the 

United States is a party and by which it is bound, reads as follows~ 
_ 

"In the event of failure by a State involved in a dispute to ConkPlY with . . 

the obligations set forth in the preceding articles, the Contracting Parties 

agree to bend every effort to maintain peace. To this end, as neutrals, they 

shall adopt a common standr they shall use the Political, Legal and economic 

means authorized by international law;.they shall endeavour to influence 

Public opinion but in K) case shall they resort to intervention8 either 

diplomatic or armed . ..". 

‘. 
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By its invasion'of Panama the Government of the United States has also 

violated the Qnvention on the Maintenance, Preservation and Restoration of Peace 

of 23 December 1936, which has been in effect and binding on the United States 

since 25 August 1937. Article 1 of the additional Protocol to that Convention 

relates to non-intervention. It states that 

"The High Contracting Parties declare inadmissible intervention by any of 

them, directly or indirectly and for any reason, in the internal or external 

affairs of any of the Parties," 
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In addition, the United States has violated provisions ,of the Charter of the 

Organisation of American States. Article 18 reads as followsr 

*No State or g’roup of States has the right to intervene, directly or 

indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of 

any other State. The foregoing principle prohibits not only arEd force but 

also any Other form of interference or attempted threat against the 

personality of the State or against its political, economic, and cultural 

elements. ” 

BY invading Panama the United. States has also violated article 20, which reads 

as followst 

“The territory of a State is inviolablet it may not be the object; even 

temporarily, of military occupation or of other measures of force taken! by 

another State, directly or indirectly , on any grounds whatever.” 

Article 21 of the same Charter of the Otganieation of American States reads as 

f allows t 

“The American States bind themselves in their international relations not 

to have recourse to the use of force, except in the case of self -defence in 

accordance with existing treaties or in fulfilment thereof.* 

Finally, article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the Un’ited Nations reads as 

follows t 

“All timbers shall refrain in their international relations from the 

threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 

independence of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the 

Purposes of the United Nations. ” 

All the treaties and conventions just mentioned have been duly signed and 

ratified by the United States , whose Department of State has included them among 

the treaties that are in effect at this date. This implies that, under article 6 
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of the Constitution of the United States, they are the supreme law of the land8 and 

that is a concept that .involves an obligation by the members of the Government of 

the United States to comply with these .treaties and implement them. Violation of 

these treaties implies that the present United States Administration has even 

violated its own Constitution and its own laws. 

It is alarming that recourse has increasingly been had to the use Of.force and 

military intervention and interference in the internal affairs of States, violating 

the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of countries. 

In 1977 the Republic of Panama and the United States signed historic treaties 

ensuring that the Republic of Panama would have the full exercise of its 

jurisdiction over the totality of its territory and guaranteeing to the world a 

neutral canal, secure and open to the ships of all flags, A few days after the 

execution of those treaties, Panama had to initiate a protest over violations by 

the United States of what.had been agreed to in those legal instruments, In the 

past decade, there has been an increase in such viOlatiOnS* 

During the Past two years there has been an increase in the number of hostile 

actions and acts of destabilization cn the part of the Government-of the United 

States with the object of impinging upon the rights acquired under the treaties, 

depriving the State of Panama of its territorial integrity- 

The Present crisis in relations between Panama and the United States has 

worsened in recent months as a result of the adoption by the United States Of 

VaribUS measures in violation of international law and of the principles of 

peaceful coexistence which should prevail between States. On 28 April 1989 the 

Republic of l%nama called for a meeting of the Security Council to present 

complaints regarding serious threats to the peace and threats to Panama and to the 

region as a whole resulting from the flagrant intervention by the United States in 
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the internal affairs of that country , because of the policy of destabilisation and' .' 
i \ * -. coercion that the United States.had ,been pursuing in respect of Panama and because: 

of the ongoing threat,of the use of force by that &wer against a small COUnttYr 

Panama. These threats, which were denounced on that occasion, forced the Republic 

of Panama 'once again to call for a meeting of the Security Council on 12 &gust 0.f . . 

this year in order to request that specific action be taken to ensure that there 

would not be an arxed conflict of major proportions such as we are seeing today- 

On that occasion the Foreign Minister of Panama declared that he felt that it 

was necessary for the entire international community to turn its eyes to that Part 

Of the world, which was almost a theatre of war. In addition, the representative 

of Panama submitted to the Security Council the custodianship of the Panama Canal 

treaties SO that this Organixation could ensure strict compliance. 

The United States in a period of six years has invaded countries of Iatin 

America and the- Caribbean on two occasionst Grenada in 1983 and Panama today. 

This is an additional insult to.our peoples and a reaffirmation of the infamous 

Monroe Doctrine and the policy of gunboat diplomacy. 

The Iatin American countries have been outraged throughout history by the 

arrogance, violence and blindness of Governments of the United States4 the 

interventions in Nicaragua in 1312 and in 1926 and the .interventions in Cubar 

*XiCO, the Dominican Republic and Baiti, inter alia, which are similar in nature 

to the interventions in Nicaragua. 

The pretext of protection of American citizens used to justify intervention is ,ican citizens used to justify intervention is 

the same Pretext reasserted time and again by Governments and doctrines of the 

United States to attempt to justify what cannot be justified and to legitimize acts -- --~- ------ 

of force and violence. William Taft, Woodrow Wilson, Warren Harding, 

Calvin Coolidge, Herbert -over, Ronald Reagan and nw the Administration of 
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President Bush, to name only a few, President Bush, to name only a few, have maintained the same thesis to justify have maintained the same thesis to justify 

aggression and to legitimise invasions. aggression and to legitimise invasions. 

In the name of what principle and on the basis of what mandate do they set In the name of what principle and on the basis of what mandate do they set 

themselves up as omnipotent judges and as absolute ,arbiters of the history and themselves up as omnipotent judges and as absolute ,arbiters of the history and 
: : 

destiny of our peoples? On the basis of what philosophical principles can they destiny of our peoples? On the basis of what philosophical principles can they 

claim to impose their version of derrocracy with bullets,'guns and bombs? What claim to impose their version of derrocracy with bullets,'guns and bombs? What 

ethical Or legal norm can make aggression a legal act and make the use of force a ethical Or legal norm can make aggression a legal act and make the use of force a 

moral principle? moral principle? 
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Rave not arrogance, ambition and blindnessdriven United- States &ernmSatS to 
, 

carry out all kinds of acts of adventurism-and aggression against the' peoples of- 

Latin America? Has not military force been the fundamental instru=nt of United, ,. 

States foreign poiicy, towards Latin America -and Central America- in partfcula~r?.‘ 
. . 

What is this but a succession-of acts of-aggression and outrage, committed against 

our peoples in the n&e of democracy and national security? ' 

We 'recall the aggress ion'against Mexico .and the appropriation of Ii&e than 

half its teiritory'in 1846-X847r the intervention in Cuba aftet the '. . 
,. 

Spanish-American War'in 1898, and later the Bay of Pigs aggression in 19611 the 

interventions in Nicaragua , which ,inthis century alone lasted frorir 1912.to 1925 

and from 1926 to 19338 the occupation:of %erto Rico in 1899, after the war against 

Spain, and its transformation into a colony8 the intervention in the Dominican 

Republic in 19658 the occupation of Efaiti, which began in 1914 and lasted for- 

nearly two decades8 the intervention'in Qatemala in '19541 the invasion and. 
-1 

occupation of Grenada in 1983;.and the current aggression aqai‘nst.my country~ which 

has now been going on for nearly 10 years. 
. . 

(- 

Is not the invasion of Panama an outcome of that perverse logic of insult and' 

overweening pride? 

In the name of the'most elementary principles of peaceful.coexistence between 

nations, the world com.munity - and specifically the Security Council L must condemn 

this outrage against,the conscience of the.civilired peoples of the world and. 

demand the immediate withdrawal of the invading troops from-,Panamanian Soil. 

ff the United States uses its veto; that will only add to its guilt. 
. . 

The international community cannot all& the Principle that might is rightr 

which is the law of the jungle, to:prevail as.the norm for relations between States. 
- ‘. “ 

:. 

. . 
: 

,. ', _' .' '. 
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Having the boot of the 'invader trample,on any scuare inch'of fatin American 

Soil is an insult and offence to us, and we indignantly reject.it. .', 

This is,a matter that transcends individuals and Governments. Intervention 

against any -one of gut countries ,i& a matter of the historic dignity of Peoples, who 

are the sons of Bolivar, Sucre, San Martin, Marti and Sandino. 

This affront to'our dignity causes us,tb cry out for the restoration'of the 

.Principles.of sovereignty, self-determination, the non-use of--force and 

non-intervention, without which individuals and Peoples would abandon the gains of 

history and return to the Stone Age. 
.. 

Mr- BRILND03Y (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from : 
Russ-&r- Since this is the first time I have sPoken in the Security 'Quncilthis 

.' '. 
'. 

month, Sir,.1 wish first to congratulate you sincerely on assuming the presidency 

of the Quncil and to wish.you‘every success as .ycu carry out your'imPOrtant- . . ._' I, 
duties. I.should also.-like to take this spPortunity to express the Soviet-' 

delegation% aPprec!iation.tz,-your Predecessor,.the~rePresentative of the.I$OPle's .' _.). 

:RePubliC of China, for t.he.wisdom, tact and ability with which he presided over the ". 
; 

Quricil~s work in November. _.:- .., 
._ 

. 
: '. : ,. 

The news Of the invasion'of Panama.by, United States troops was received with : 
: 

great concern in the SQviet.Union. Whatever .arguments the American AdminiStration' 

uses to try to justify that step, it is a flagrant violation of the‘ elementary '.; . _I .,. 

norms of international law and the United Nations Charter, and it must be condemned“ 
.- 

by the international community. .' 

AttemPts by the United States to explain.its.military action against anQther'. ;, : 
.: .; 

sovereign Statq‘by invoking Article 51 of the Charter and statements to the effect ' 

that Panama was threatening the national interests of the United States are' 
.' 

unsubstantiated. In fact, they are no more convincing than 'would-be an explanation 

-2 
; I., 

: 
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by a cat that-it was chasing a mouse because it absolutely had to protect itself by a cat that-it was chasing a mouse because it absolutely had to protect itself 

against it. : against it. : 

Clearly,, Something quite differetit is involved here - the United States desire Clearly,, Something quite differetit is involved here - the United States desire 

to remove General Noriega, to remove General Noriega, That goal was set a long titne ago. That goal was set a long titne ago. It was'not-hidden;. It was'not-hidden;. 

and it is not being hidden now. and it is not being hidden now. In order to attain that goal the United States h-as In order to attain that goal the United States has 

ouite often flexed its muscles over the past two years and resorted to threats,, ouite often flexed its muscles over the past two years and resorted to threats,, 

military and political pressure military and political pressure , , economic blockades and various kinds of sanctions, economic blockades and various kinds of sanctions, 

so today's Panama crisis did not erupt suddenly and out of nowhere. so today's Panama crisis did not erupt suddenly and out of nowhere. 

It should be noted that the disturbing course of events .resulting from United, It should be noted that the disturbing course of events .resulting from United, 

States poiiW towards Panama has been drawn to the Council's attention on Several States pol& towards Panama has been drawn to the Council's attention on several 

occasions in letters from Panama's representatives and during meetings of the OccaSiOnS in letters from Panama's representatives and during meetings of the 

did not at the time take the necessary steps to prevent such a situation as the one 

Quncil. Quncil. It is to be regretted that, for well-known reasons8 the Security Gmncil It is to be regretted that, for well-known reasons8 the Security GDUncil 

did not at the time take the necessary steps to prevent such a situation &.the one 

facing us today, when the United States has opted for direct military 

intervention. 

facing us today, when the United States has opted for direct military 

intervention. 

As the Quncil knows, the Sov,iet Union does not have diplomatic relations w$fh, 

Panama, but.we are not indifferent when the fundamental principles of inter-State 

r,elations are challenged. We believe that the implementation of principles 

recognized at the United Nations - principles of non-intervention and the non-use 

Of force - should have.no exceptionsr their application must not be selective. 

They must be unwaveringly respected by all and for all. 

ti the Quncil knows, the Sov,iet Union does not have diplomatic relations w$fh, 

Panama, but.we are not indifferent when the fundamental principles of inter-State 

r,elations are challenged. We believe that the implementation of principles 

recognized at the United Nations - Principles of non-intervention and the non-use 

Of force - should have.no exceptionsr their application must not be selective. 

They most be unwaveringly respected by all and for all. 

Whatever One.6 views of General Noriega's Government, the arbitrary 

introduction of foreign troops into the territory of a sovereign State and the 

bloodshed that they have caused are intolerable. The choice can and must be made 

only by the Panamanian people , without outside interference.' At a time when the 
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tendency is developing and strengthening -to shift away from confrontation to 

civilized inter-State relations, such relapses into gunboat diplomacy are all the 

more impermissible. The role of world policeman, whoever takes it uPon himself to 

Play it, iS a dangerous anachronism in today's world. 

._ 
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The Soviet Union believes that the United States must immediately halt it* : 

armed intervention in Panama and withdraw its troops: If there are any Problems in 

United States-Panamanian relations; they should be resolved by Peaceful means at 

the negotiating table; That is the only way: 

The-PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish]; I thank the representative 

of the Soviet Union for the kind words he addressed to u@= 

Mr;*LI*tiye (China) (interpretation from Chineseli First of all I should 

like to congratulate you, Sir, on your assumption of the presidency of the SeCuritY 

Quncil for this month. China and Colombia have friendly relations of 

co-operation. I am confident that with your diplonratic experience and talent You 

will guide the Security Council in successfully carrying out its'tasks during this 

month. 

I also take this opportunity to thank the other members of the Security 

Council for the kind words they addressed to me when I was President of the 

Security Council last month. . 

In the small hours of today , the United States brazenly sent troops into 

Panama and used force against that sovereign State; The Chinese delegation 

expresses its utmost shock at and strong condermation of that aggressive action of 

the United States. 

In accordance with the purposes and principles of the‘united Nations Charterr 

disputes between States should be resolved through negotiations and other peaceful 

means without resorting to force. At Present, the international Situation is 

moving towards greater relaxation characterised by the trend to replace 

confrontation with dialogue and fresh accomplishments in efforts ta settle regional 

conflicts peacefully, reduce the threat of war and improve the international 

climate. The armed invasion of-Panama by the United States, under such 

circumstances, not only gravely violates the purposes of the United Nations 
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Charter and the norms governing international relations, but ~ls0 rum counter to 

the improving international situation and the wishes of the world’s people; The 

United States action can only aggravate, tens ion in the region, and it will have a 

serious negative impact on peace and stability in the world- 

It is the consistent stand of ‘the Chinese Cooernment that disputes between 

States should be resolved through negotiations in keeping with the Five Principles 

of peaceful Qexistencei We are consistently opposed to interference in the 

intern&l affairs of other countries under whatever Pretext, particularly by 

military means. 

The Chinese delegation strongly calls on the United States immediately to 

cease this aggressive action, unconditionally withdraw all its invading trooPs from 

Panama, respect the independence and sovereignty of Panama, hold talks with that 

country, seek to resolve disputes with Panaxa through peaceful means and Prevent 

the current situation from deteriorating any further, so as to serve regional Peace 

and stability and peace in the world. 

The PRES’fDENT (interpretation f iom Spanish) t 1 thank the representative 

of China for the kind words he a-ddressed to me. 

Mr. BLANC (France) {interpretation from French1 8 On behalf of my 

delegation I should like to congratulate your Sir, on Colombia’s accedirrg to the 

Presidency for the month of December. I take the opportunity’ to thank His 

Excellency Mr. Li Iuye, the Rermanent Representative of China, who was president 

during the month of November. 

The situation in Panama today is, in the view of the French authorities, 

extremely serious. Following the interruption in the democratic Process in Panama, 

the tragic events of the last few days and the death of an American officer led the 

United States to intervene directly in the crisis. That situation is grounds for 

the Secujcity Council’s’ devoting a &bate to the matter. It is after all undeniable 
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that outside intervention has occurred and is still occurring in Panama. For USI 

recourse to force is always deplorable and cannot be approved per.se, whatever th-e. 

causes. 

The situation before us today is to a large extent the result of a seuuence af 

regrettable events that have taken place since the elections of 7 May fast were 

cancelled, contrary to the free will of the people. My Government explicitly 

condemned the cancellation of the elections and the many incidents of- force and 

violence that occurred during the electoral Process, 

France supported the decisions of the Organization of American States and the 

effort made by it to mediate with a view to the resumption of dialogue between 

Panamanians. France regrets that those efforts were not successful- MY 

tivernment, which has noted the absence of institutional Legitimacy from,General 

Noriega's re'gime, considers that the Panamanian people must be able to decide, in a 

sovereign mannerr freely and democratically on their own leaders. 

From our viewpoint it Ls for the Security Council to take initiatives that 

could Lead to the restoration of a normal situation. In this cespect, a 

declaration or statement by the President of the Quncil could express the 

tiuncil's concern Over events in Panama and their origins, affirm the right of the 

people of that country to express themselves in a sovereign manner as to whom they 

wish to be their leaders, and launch an appeal for a return to peace and democracy 

in Panama. 

France recalls its full and total support for the struggle against drugs and 

its firm suppott .for demcratic movements throullhout the world- 

France hopes. that peace will return to Panama. and that the People of Panama 

thems.elaes can contr-ol'their future- 

aThe PRESSDENT [&nterpretation from Spanishjr I thank the representattve 

of Franoe,for his kind words regarding my. country. 

I, 
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Mr. RICRARUSON (United Hingdomjt Mr. RICRARUSON (United Hingdomjt Although this month is already well Although this month is already well 
,, ,, 

aqvanced, let me begin by congratulating you, aqvanced, let me begin by congratulating you, Sir, on your assumption of the Sir, on your assumption of the ,I ,I 

PteSidenCY of the Security Council for December. PteSidenCY of the Security Council for December. We have already had.occasion to We have already had.occasion to 
'.. '.. -. '. -. '. 

work closely with you and we look forward to continuing to do so for the re~mainder work closely with you and we look forward to continuing to do so for the re~mainder 

of your time as President. of your time as President. ,", ,", 

I should like also to extend my congratulations to your predecessor, the I should like also to extend my congratulations to your predecessor, the ', ', 
:- :- 

Permanent Representative of China, on the exemplary .manner in which he conducted Permanent Representative of China, on the exemplary .manner in which he conducted '. '. -\, -\, 
our work last month. , our work last month. , 

The British Government-welcomes the establishment of democratic government, in The British Government-welcomes the establishment of democratic government, in '. '. 

Panama. Panama. Earlier this year the international community was almost unanimous in Earlier this year the international community was almost unanimous in -', -', 

condemning the decision of the Panamanian authorities under General Noriega to condemning the decision of the Panamanian authorities under General Noriega to 
.. .. 

declare null and void the elections of 3 May. declare null and void the elections of 7 May. That decision was taken in blatant That decision was taken in blatant 

disregard for the legitimate electoral process. disregard for the legitimate electoral process. According 'to a &ununiauG issued According 'to a &ununiauG issued 

by 279 independent observers from no less than 21 countries,, those elections by 279 independent observers from no less than 21 countries,, those elections 

resulted in an overwhelming victory‘for the opposition alliance led by resulted in an overwhelming victory‘for the opposition alliance led by 

President &data. President &data. Since then we and very many others have declined to have Since then we and very many others have declined to have 

dealings with the Noriega re'gime, dealings with the Noriega re'gime, and we have repeatedly called on General Noriega and we have repeatedly called on General Noriega 

to respect the denrocratic will of' the people of Panama and to step down. We to respect the denrocratic will of' the people of Panama and to step down. We 

strongly endorsed the efforts made in that regard in recent months by the strongly endorsed the efforts made in that regard in recent months by the 

Organisation of American States. Organisation of American States. Regrettably, Regrettably, every attempt t6 give peaceful every attempt t6 give peaceful 

effect to the outcome of the elections had failed. effect to the outcome of the elections had failed. Force was used, we believe, Force was used, we believe, 

only as a last resort, only as a last resort, and against a re'gime which had itself turned to force to and against a re'gime which had itself turned to force to 

'- subvert the democratic process. '- subvert the democratic process. 

AS mu Government has already made clear AS mu Government has already made clear , , we fully support the action taken by we fully support the action taken by 

,the United States. ,the United States. That action was undertaken with the agreement and support of That action was undertaken with the agreement and support of 

the Panamanian leaders who had won last May's the Panamanian leaders who had won last May's . . election election , , and has at last enabled and has at last enabled 
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(Mr. Richardson; ‘United Kingdom) (Mr. Richardson; ‘United Kingdom) 

them to assume. their riqhtf ul functions. them to assume. their riqhtf ul functions. General Noriega’s rule was .illegal ah General Noriega’s rule was .illegal and 

arbitrary. arbitrary. The establishment of a legal and democratically elected Government in The establishment of a legal and democratically elected Government in 

.’ .’ Panama can only be beneficial for Panama itself and for peace and security in the Panama can only be beneficial for Panama itself and for peace and security in the 

,reqion. ,region. In our view, the Security Council should do its utmost to encourage In our view, the Security Council should do its utmost to encourage 

progress in that direction. progress in that direction. 

We naturally regret the loss of life incurred’as a result of last night’s We naturally regret the loss of life incurred’as a result of last night’s 

operation. operation. Rut many people had already, died in Panama as a direct result Of- : Rut many people had already, died in Panama as a direct result Of- : 

General Norfega’s arbitrary rule, General Norfega’s arbitrary rule, including recently an unarmed United States including recently an unarmed United States 
.‘.. .‘.. 

officer. officer. United States personnel. in Panama had also been subjected to other United States personnel. in Panama had also been subjected to other -. -. 

attacks and threats. attacks and threats. ‘We welcome the United States assurance, contained in ‘We welcome the United States assurance, contained in 
: : 

.Ambassador.:Pickering ‘s letter dated..20’ l&ember addressed to the President of the .Ambassador.:Pickering ‘s letter dated.-20’ l&ember addressed to the President of the ~. ~. 
,-.- : ,-.- : 

Security Counci-1, that United States force’s wil.1 use only the minimum force Security Counci-1, that United States force’s wil.1 use only the minimum force 
: : .i ,.. .i ,.. 

necessary, necessary, and.“that. all feasible ‘measures’.,have beers taken to minilnize the risk Of and.“that. all feasible ‘measures’.,have beers taken to minilnize the risk Of 

civilian damage or cas&ti.es. ” ~ i - .. civilian damage or cas&ti.es. ” ~ i - .. 
.,’ .,’ . . 

The. PRFSdfjBJT. (interpretation from S&ish) t The. PRFSdfjBJT. (interpretation from S&ish) t I thank the representative I thank the representative . . 

of the United Kingdcjm for the kind words he addressed to me- of the United Kingdcjm for the kind words he addressed to me- 
I I 

,Mr:,.PORTIRR (Canada) I In the name of my delegation, allow me, .Sir, to ,Mr:,.PORTIRR (Canada) I In the name of my delegation, allow me, .Sir, to 

congratulate you most sincerely on your assumition of the. presidency of the ~6Xnoil congratulate you most sincerely on your assumition of the. presidency of the ~&Unoil 

for the month of December. for the month of December. We wish you ‘every s&ess during the remainder of your We wish you ‘every s&ess during the remainder of your 

term. term. -,,. .’ -,,. .’ 

1 should like to take this opportunity ‘also to ex~&s the %eep appreciation 1 should like to take this opportunity ‘also to ex~&s the %eep appreciation 

of my delegation to the Retmanent Representative of Qlina, Ambassador W, for the 

mastetful way in which he presided over our deliberations during a very difficult .’ 

of my delegation to the Retmanent Representative of Qlina, Ambassador W, for the 

mastetful way in which he presided over our deliberations during a very difficult .’ 

month of November. month of November. 

Interven-tion by force by a Member of t&United Nations in the internal Interven-tion by force by a Member of t&United Nations in the internal 

affairs of any State is against both the letter and the spirit of the Unib?d affairs of any State is against both the letter and the spirit of the Unib?d 

Nations Charte C. Thus, my Government regrets the t&e of force by the United States 
_. 

.,’ ‘1 ,. 
‘. *, .:. <l 1’ ) ‘:, . . 

,_ ‘.. _’ ‘,. .’ 

Nations Charte C. Thus, my Government regrets the t&e of force by the United States 
_. 

.,’ ‘1 ,. 
‘. *, .:. <l 1’ ) ‘:, . . 

,_ ‘.. _’ ‘,. .’ 
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: (Mr. Fortfer;Canada) 

- les fecogniee'a in Panama. &ever, the United Nations Charter, in Article 51, dC 

basic exception tothe prohibitton against.the use of force and affirms the 

inherent right of self-dafence which is vested in,Member.States,. While 
: 

intervention by force is a dangerous precedent , my Government is firmly of the view 

that, before seeking to condemn the United Stat&' in this case, we must examine all 

the Circumstances to determine whether or not it had.ccmpellinq.reas.ons which .-'-I. _; 

justified President Bush in ordering the action he' did.,. %I-'the..Opinion of *Y .: .: 
. 

.Government such ccmpelling reasons did exist. The Unit.ed.S&ates relied'on force as 
., -y ,i : 

a last resort, and only aftir the failure of numerc& attempts to resolve the 

situation in Panama peacefu3,ly. ._ 

F0r.a Period of almost two years now the world has ,witn&sed the progressive. 
' 

and systematic betrayal in 'Panama of-these democratic values & which the great 

majority of the people of the world aspire. Canada has condemned in the str-ongest 

terms General Woriega#s abrupt cancellation of the election'process last May and 

the brutality with which he scught to silence his opposition. .The blatant 

'hypO&isy with whZCh General.Woriega attempted to legitimiee his r;gima - first 

through'the &ointment of a f>owerless.and unconstitutional.puppet head of State, 

,then through. his own formal Gsumption of power as Head of Government -,was gree*d ,_ 

with utmost contempt by his -democratic neighbours. At a ame when.wirtualiy all 

the states of the I&tin American and Caribbean region have been establishing and 

strengthening democratic institutions, General Woriega and his followers 

deliberately isolated themselves. ', deliberately isolated themselves. ', 

The events of the past week, The events of the past week, iticluding.the statement by General Noriega that iticluding.the statement by General Noriega that 

'. '. 
,Panama was' ,Panama was' "in a state of war" with the ulited States.and the harassment of United "in a state of war" with the ulited States.and the harassment of United 

States citizens, indeed.the killing of'one off-duty serviceman, clearly left States citizens, indeed.the killing of'one off-duty serviceman, clearly left 
: : 

, : , : 
_' _' 

 ̂̂ 

_' _' 
-. -. 
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(Mr. Fortiet, Canada) 

President Bush with few options. The laudable efforts of the Organisation of ;., 
American States as well as those of indiwidual neighbouring countries to seek a 

peaceful resolution of the pulitical and constitutional crisis in Panama sadly were 

unsuccessful and have come to naught. 

MY ~VelXbment reiterates. that intervention by force by a Menber State in the 

internal affairs of another State is a very dangerous precedent. Rowever, we must 

be mindful Of all the Circumstances of this situation, which have mused the United 

States to act as it did. We must bear in mind, in particular, those statements Of 

the Permanent Representative of the United States set out in his letter to you, 

Mr. President, earlier today, in which tibassador Pickerinq affirmed that* 

"The United States undertook this action after consultation with the 

demcratically-elected leaders of Panama . . . who have been sworn in and have 

assumed their rightful positions. They welcome and support our actions and. 

have stated their intention to institute a denrocratic government immadiatelY.* 

CS/2103~) 

In the opinion of-my Government the United States was justified in acting as 

it did. We now look fotward to.the consolidation of derrocracy and to a Peaceful 

and stable future for the people of Panama. , who last May had already spoken. 

The' PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish) 8 I thank the representative 

of Canada for the kind words, he addressed to me. 

9 
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Mr; PICKERING (United States of Arnerica)r First.. let me extend to vou. 

Sir, our congratulations on your assumption of the presidency of the Security Sir, our congratulations on your assumption of the presidency of the Security 

Council and our deep thanks to your predecessor, Ambassador Li, for his leadership Council and our deep thanks to your predecessor, Ambassador Li, for his leadership 

of the work of the QunCil- of the work of the QunCil- 

In accordance with Article 51 of the United~Nations Charter, United States In accordance with Article 51 of the United~Nations Charter, United States 

forces have exercised their-inherent right of self-defence under international law forces have exercised their-inherent right of self-defence under international law 

'by taking action in Panama'in response to armed attacks by forces under the 'by taking action in Panama'in response to armed attacks by forces under the 
: : 

direction of Manuel Noriega. direction of Manuel Noriega. The action is designed to Protect American lives as The action is designed to Protect American lives as 

well as to fulfil the obligations of the United States to defend the integrity of well as to fulfil the obligations of the United States to defend the integrity of 

the Panama Canal Treaties. the Panama Canal Treaties. We share the sorrow of all that these necessary actions We share the sorrow of all that these necessary actions 

have caused the loss of life and damage. have caused the loss of life and damage. 

The situation in Panama has been intoierable. The situation in Panama has been intoierable. For nearly two years the United For nearly two years the United 

States and the nations of btin America and the Caribbean worked together to try to States and the nations of btin America and the Caribbean worked together to try to 

resolve the crisis in Panama. resolve the crisis in Panama. The goals of the United States remained unchanged The goals of the United States remained unchanged -_ -_ 

throughout this period8 throughout this period8 to safeguard the lives of Americans, to &fend denr>cracY to safeguard the lives of Americans, to &fend denr>cracY 

in Panama, to combat drug-trafficking and to protect the integrity of the Panama in Panama, to combat drug-trafficking and to protect the integrity of the Panama 

Canal Treaties. Canal Treaties. Repeated attempts were made to solve the crisis through diplomatic Repeated attempts were made to solve the crisis through diplomatic 

means and negotiations. means and negotiations. Noriega turned them all down, and we.are distributing to Noriega turned them all down, and we.are distributing to 

the members of the Council a list of these diplomatic attempts at a Peaceful the members of the Council a list of these diplomatic attempts at a Peaceful 

solution. solution. 

The root cause of the crisis. in Panama has been the struggle between Noriega The root cause of the crisis. in Panama has been the struggle between Noriega 

and his thugs and the PeoPle of Panama. and his thugs and the PeoPle of Panama. His ruthless cabal repeatedly obstructed His ruthless cabal repeatedly obstructed _ _ 

the will of the Panamanian People, which had been expressed in free elections. As the will of the Panamanian People, which had been expressed in free elections. As 

a result of last night's actions, a result of last night's actions, that situation has been reversed. that situation has been reversed. The freely The freely 

-elected leaders of Panama, President Guillermo Endara and Vice Presidents -elected leaders of Panama, President Guillermo Endara and Vice Presidents 

Arias Calderon and.Ford, have assumed the rightful leadership of their country. It Arias Calderon and.Ford, have assumed the rightful leadership of their country. It 

is worth noting that the United States Government consulted with the. democratically is worth noting that the United States Government consulted with the. democratically 
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elected leadership prior to last evening's actions, 

steps. 

and that they approved of our 

Some might ask why my Government had to take military action nw. 

(Mr;.Pickering;-United'States) 

President Bush provided the answer this raorning. He saidr 

"hSt Friday Uoriega declared his military dictatorship to be in a state 

of war with the United States and publicly threatened the lives of Americans 

in Panama. The very next day forces under his coxunand shot and killed an 

unarmed American serviceman, wounded another, arrested and brutally beat a 

third American serviceman and then brutally interrogated his wife, threatening 

her with sexual abuse. That was enough. 

a~neral.Noriega's reckless threats and attacks upon Americans in Panama 

created in imminent danger to the 3S;OOO American citizens in Panama. As 

President, I have no higher obligation than to safeguard the lives of American 

citizens, and that is why I directed our armed forces to protect the lives Of 

American citizens in Panama and to bring General Noriega to justice in the 

United States." 

f want for a few minutes to note that the turn towards democracy that 

characterizes Our era began in this hemisphere. In recent years nation after 

nation has decided to follow the democratic path. Together here in the Americas we 

are bu flding the world's first dem%ratic hemisphere. 

The People of Panama began their historic journey towards democracy when they 

spoke clearly on 7 May of this year. They voted for national dignity. They voted 

to end a brutal dictatorship. .They voted to be fteet they have a right to be 

free. No one has-a right to deny them that freedom- Nevertheless, that vote for 

democracy was met with Noriega's iron pipes and rifle butts, hired mobs and prison 

cells. 
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(Mr; 'Pickering;.United.States) 

The whole world'denounced the violation of human rights which-we witnessed in 

Panama, as did the Organization of American States. Indeed, the images of courage 

and the images of blood from that historic week in Panama will always be etched in 

our memory. 

The question before us has never.been our commitment to Panamanian 

sovereignty, nor is it today, for the sovereign will of the Panamanian QeoQle is 

what we are here defending. The sue&ion before us was never our coranitment to the 

Panama Canal Treaties, for we reaffirmed our commitment to uphold those historic 

Treaties from the very day they were signed, And let us be clear about one thing, 

if nothing else8 Noriega did not steal the 7 Way election because of sanctions Or 

the legitimate exercise of treaty rightst he stole the election because he lost it, 

and attempts to shift the focus from that overwhelming fact are nothing more nor 

less than deliberate obfuscation. 

There is another issue at stake in this debate over Panama8 the disgrace, the 

terrible evil, of drug-trafficking. We have been reminded agaIn and aqain of the 

terrible Price which brave men and women and whole societies pay because these 

monsters, these drug-traffickers, continue in our midst. This is a war as deadly 

and as dangerous as any fought with armies massed across borders. The survival of. 

democratic nations is at stake. Countries that provide safe haven and suPPort for 

the international drug-trafficking Cartels menace the peace and security just as 

surely as if they were using their own conventional military forces to attack our 

societies. 

The truth is - and every 'one of us knows it - that General Noriega turned 

Panama into a haven for drug-traffickers and a centre for money-laundering and the 

transshipment of cocaine. General Noriega could not be permitted falsely to wrap 

himself in the flag of Panamanian sovereignty while the drug cartels with which he 

7 
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is allied intervene throughout this hemisphere. That is aggression8 it is 

aggreSSiOn against us allr and it is now being brought to an end. 

I also wish ta point out that the United States has both the right andr for 

that matter, the duty to protect. and defend the Panama Canal under article 4 of the 

Panama Canal Treaty. The basi.c United States responsibility is to-operate ana 

defend the Panama Canal until Lts..transfer to Panama at the end oft this century. 

Even during the Uor.iega &gime*s tllegal seizure of powerr the United States has 

continued to do what Lf hasdone'since the entry into force of the Treaty a decade 

agor providing for the safe and orderly transit of vessels through the Canal while 

ensuring. increasing Panamanian partictpation in its management and operation. 

For the p-ast two years the Noriega r6gime engaged in a systemtic campaign to 

harass and'intimidate United States and Panamanian employees of the Panama Canal 

Commissbon and the United States forces. In the last year alone there have been 

over 300 violations of United States military bases by armed Panamanian Defence 

Pbrces personnel. Over 400 United States personnel have been &tained,r and 140 

United States personnel have been endangered. This Provocative and intolerable 

behaviour reached a peak last Friday. It threatened American and Panamanian lives, 

as well as Canal operations. 

AS the tiUnci1 debates this issue it is worth noting that Chapter VIII of the 

charter CalhUpOn Member States to make every effort to use regional agencies to 

solve regional problems. The language of Article 52 is striking in its use of the. 

word 'shall" in 'this context. The use of "shall" leaves little room for doubt that 

memets Of a regional arrangement are obliged to refer regional disputes to 

regional organisations, and that the Security Council is obligated to encourage 

this recourse to tegional agencies. Currently the Organisation of: American States 

is engaged i‘n thdt effort. 

i 
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(Mr. Pickering; United States) 

Aside from,the legal consequences that flow from the use of "shall" in 

Chapter -11, commonsense dictates that where there is a regional organization and 

a regional Droblem, recourse should be to the regional organization. This need not 
and does not Preclude United Nations involvement. However, the risk of wasteful 

duplication is obvious. 
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Far more serious is the possibility for reaching inconsistent; conclusions- It 

is important that international organizations contribute to resolcing Droblems, hot: 

further: complicate them. 

The Purpose of the United States in this crisis is clear andiconsistent. We 

resorted to military action under .Article 51 in a situation where American lives 

were clearly in danger and where our ability to honour obligations. under the Fanama 

Canal .Treaty was, threatened by violent actions. We did so only after exhawting 

the full range of available alternatives. Wee did so in a manner designed to 

minimize casual ties and damage. We consul ted in advance with the demxratical~Y 

elected. 1-eaders of Panama, and they approved of our actions. We intend to withdraw 

our forces from Panama as quickly as Possible and, as President Bush has said, the. 

United. States is eager to work with the Panamanian peoDle in partnership and 

friendship t.o rebuild: their economy; 

The Panama&n. p-eople want democracy , peace and 'the chance for a better life 

in dignity and freedom- The. people of .the united States seek only to SuPPort them 

in the pursuit of these noble goals. 
-:. I , - 

In Sum .and in conclusion,' X'should Like to quote in part from a Statement made 
,_ 

this afternoon by Secretary of ,%ate Patter* 
:, 

"@It fOteign-poliCy. gOa.is in Panama have been clear and they have been 

consis tent. We. have sought to help' the Panamanian people build an authentic 

democracy. We have been &mni&d to full implementation a& .reFin comnitted 

to full implementation of the Panama Canal Treaties. We have made 

.unPrecedented ef-forts through -the Organisation of American States and in 

consultations with Eatin and Caribbean leaders as well as others to resolve. 

the crisis in Panama. 

. 

‘. 
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"We hoped and believed that the 'elections held last Way could be a means 

to resolve the crisis. But when Woriega stole that election and violently 

suppressed the opposition , the crisis only grew worse. 

"President Bush has continually said that he would not rule out the use 

of force, but he also said rebeatedlv that fnrpn -a= -1-=+1x* +k- 1 met fintinn 

to be considered." 

.' 
The, m=fDENT (interpretation from Spanish) r I thank the representatioe 

of the United States for his kind words to mz- 
/ 

There are no further weakers for this 'meeting. The next meeting of the 

Security Quncil to continue consideration of the item on the agenda will be held 

tomorrow, Thursday, 21 December, -at 11 a.m. ’ 

The.laeeting.-rose.at:9;35.P;m. '. 


